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IN SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA homeless statistics continue to soar astronomically. (Courtesy ofcsnbc.com)

BY: !SABEL WILLIAMS
NEVvS WRITER
One of the most expensive cities in
the world to live in, San Francisco,
California, is facing the issue of chronic
homelessnes, It's an issue that is working toward being stopped, yet the city,
spending 300 million a year, can't seem
to fight it, The homeless epidemic is
growing and it's controversial how it can
be stopped, Drug addiction has taken
over the streets and mental health resources are on the verge of failure. The
San Francisco Chronicle documented a
24 hour look into the crisis,
As of January, there are an estimated
9,784 homeless people including rehab
centers, jails, and hospitals, Bay Area
Rapid Transit has faced an abundance
of issues, given that homeless people like
to use the trains and stations as homes.
Some choose to refuse using BART, as
they believe it shouldn't be a "social
service provider." The BART Police are
making an effort to crack down on fare
evaders to keep the system cleaner. In
January, 2018, there were 159 homeless
people counted in the four downtown
BART stations one day.

with Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff.
Benioff "joined the Coalition on Homelessness to strong-arm high-revenue
businesses into supporting bloated city
government departments to address the
city's homeless problem" (Sandburg,
City Journal, 2019). This means that for
companies that earn gross receipts above
$50 million, they would have to pay an
additional tax on excess funds. Rates for
this tax vary from .175 percent to 0.69
percent. This program has the potential
to double San Francisco's current budget
for homeless services to half a billion
dollars annually.
There is an additional controversy on
the data that San Francisco produces
about its homeless. It seems that aside
from what self-reported data may indicate or what homeless activists believe,
most homeless have ended up in their
unfortunate place due to a substance addiction. Many are suffering from psychological troubles, and even worse, both.
Thomas Wolf was once a heroin user that
was homeless, but is now working with

homeless veterans as a case manager
for The Salvation Army. He claims that
""In San Francisco, 95 percent are using
drugs ... Everyone I came across on the
street had a substance abuse problem.
The statistics are wrong, so they're basing their programs on false numbers,""
(Sandburg, City Journal, 2019).
Homelessness is an issue all over
Ame'rica, but San Francisco has been
facing backlash for the indecency of
its streets. San Francisco seemed to set
aside norms of behavior out of compassion for the homeless, but the system
actually shows how this experiment can
make the living conditions far worse for
all involved. It is easy to place the blame
on the inflated housing market, but there
are many underlying factors and failed
solutions. Mental-health and rehabilitation facilities need to be increased and
more accessible in the city, but solving
homelessness is not something that can
be done overnight, or even with a large
budget.

RENTS SOAR
The average rent in San Francisco for
a two bedroom apartment is $4,690.
The 2019-2020 budget for the Department of Homelessness and Supportive
Housing in San Francisco has increased
from 2018's $285 million to $364 million.
There is a 42% share of homeless who
abuse drugs and alcohol. Additionally,
there is only an 11 % share of homeless
that have sporadic, part time, or full time
jobs (The San Francisco Chronicle). It
seems impossible for the homeless to get
into the workforce and then be able to afford the inflated rent the city has to offer.
Those in the city who believe that lack
of funding is the cause of San Francisco's
homelessness problem are in agreement
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SMC Veterans Struggle with Administration for Support
BY: AARON CUELLER
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On September 16th, in the
quiet and serene halls of the
Soda Center, a Welcome Aboard
luncheon for the few military
veterans of Saint Mary's College
was held. However, more facility members were present than
actual veterans. Ranging from
the Dean of Students to various
graduate advisors, they all assured the small group of veterans
that the administration fully
supported them. Afterward, the
veterans present, discussed the
problems of the current administration and possibilities on how
to fix it. Meanwhile, the faculty
left, hurried and rushed for their
next appointment.
The reason for the presence
of the faculty was due to an
anonymous letter. Sent in the
first week of school by a recently
transferred veteran, he voiced his
dissatisfaction of what he, and
many other veterans felt was a
lack of fully dedicated support.
Based on the faculty's hurried
departure, it may seem like the
veterans are correct. The veterans of Saint Mary's campus has
felt like they've been leh behind.
Every student here on campus
is unique. Every experience a
contribution to the student body
as a whole. Because of this, Saint
Mary's College must do everything they can to accommodate

each and every student to the
best of their abilities. Students
can agree that their first semester
at Saint Mary's is the hardest.
Confusing, stressful, and challenging, students must find their
way as they step into a brand new
world . The expectations and
challenges are no different for
veterans.
These challenges don't become easier, merely students
become used to it. Every single
student wants to graduate on
time. Every single student wants
to graduate with as little debt as
possible. Thus students must
use every advantage possible
to secure the classes they want,
the scholarships they need, and
the positions and vital resources
they must have in order to succeed. On a small campus with a
Iimited number of professors and
ever-increasing tuition, this can
sometimes prove difficult. However, many niches of students
are able to find some measure
of support. Collegiate athletes
have first priority in housing and
class selection, and many specific
fields ranging from biology to
politics have tightknit groups of
students and professors looking
out for one another. While many
groups of students find their support, it is difficult to understand
the specific needs of veteran
students.
In the chaos of Saint Mary's,
there is no administrative sup-

port to help guide not only veterans but reservists and national
guardsmen, ROTC students, and
G.I dependents. For example,
at the discussion after the luncheon, many veterans learned
that the G.I bill gave them a class
selection period at the same
time as the collegiate athletes,
and even have priority housing
status. Even though Saint Mary's
College runs housing on a lottery
system for upperclassman, veterans by federal law are afforded a
selection time before the normal
student body Veterans can attest
that whether dealing with housing, the register, or any other
administrative department, they
must fight tooth and nail to ensure their G.I benefits and rights
are implemented.
To say this is entirely the fault
of the administration would be
entirely unfair. The G.I bill is
highly complex, and working
with the Department of Veterans
Affairs takes tremendous skill to
navigate an enormous bur~aucracy. But it is here that many
veterans believe this is where
the problem lies. This is one of
the main goals of the Veterans
and Allies club, a small club
started a little more over a year
ago led by senior classmen Kevin
Marshall, an eight-year naval
veteran and biology major. The
Vets and Allies Club, dedicated to
advocating awareness and community support for SMC vets, are

r

(Courtesy of stmarys-ca.edu)

currently trying to push for some
sort of dedicated administrative
support, whether it be a fullfledged Veterans Department or
a G.I bill specialist.
However, like dealing with
any other administrative office,
this has proven rather difficult.
While it seems the problem has
been brought to the attention of
the Saint Mary's administration,
more than likely the Vets and Allies club and other G.I bill dependents must fight tooth and nail
again for the reality of dedicated
support to become possible.
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IN OAKLAND, cars line up for gas prior to the power outage. (Courtesy of Jane Tyska/Bay Area News Group)
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"To act upon one's convictions while others wait,
To create a positiveforce. in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice-..,
-TED TURNER

While many emails sent by
Jane Camarillo, the Incident
Management Team director,
indicated that PG&E will take
around one to five days to restore
power, it wasn't so. Brief, the
Saint Mary's power outage lasted
for a total of thirteen hours. For
most students, they found their
clas·s es canceled from nearly
Wednesday to Friday as the uncertainty of the incoming power
outage grew. As for a few, some
would say, unlucky students,
class continued in the dark.
Throughout Northern California, towns from El Dorado to
Rumbolt to right here in Contra
Costa County, PG&E took a
precautionary measure to deter
a repeat of last year's Paradise
fires. Still, however, multiple
wildfires through the state broke
out, including one less than a
mile away from Saint Mary's.
While the first night of the
power outage was chaotic, with
loud crowds and supposed ru-

mors of someone dressed in a
clown costume armed with a
taser, Saint Mary's College came
out of this unscathed, thankfully.
That being said, many including
myself, who have been woefully
unprepared if this power outage had lasted longer. At times,
Saint Mary's sees like a bubble
where the problems of the outer
world cannot affect it. For a
brief moment, we experienced
something that entered into our
bubble. Many students scoff at
the notion of a bugout bag but
taking the time to prepare basic
necessities, such as for a power
outage, can go a long way.
The power outage came and
went without any real consequence. At five-thirty on Thursday, power was quickly restored
to parts of Moraga and Saint
Mary's. For now, hopefully,
the fires will be contained and
controlled, and the school and
community no longer heavily
affected.
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BY: BRAD NEAL

How Democracies Die

NEWS WRITER

Campus
Calendar
Bible, Theology & Religion
lecture: Author Austen
Hartke ("Transforming:
The Bible and the Lives of
Transgender Christians")
Tuesday, October 15
7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Location: Soda Activity
Center, Moraga Room
Contact:
chilken@stmarys-ca.edu
Pathways to Science
Speaker Series Presents:
Dr. Jessica Marquez
Wednesday, October 16
1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Location: Soda Activity
Center, Moraga Room
Contact: Sign Up
on Handshake
Josefina Lopez -All Women
Are Beautiful & Powerful
Wednesday, October 16
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Location: De La Salle
Hall, Hagerty Lounge
Contact: Myrna Santiago
msantiago@stmarys-ca.edu

DONALD TRUMP, is his presidency leading America to the death of democracy? Many politicians, great minds, and opinions argue yes. (Courtesy of Evan Vucci/AP)

How do democracies die? Does it
always happen glaringly? Are there
general indicators orwarning signs?
Are Constitution's compromised?
Are th re civil ar ?
Most people think democracies
die at the hands of men with guns.
To make their argument, theymight
reference how in the Cold War,
coups d'etat accounted for almost
three out of every four democratic
breakdowns; how men with guns
destroyed the democracies of Argentina, Brazil, the Dominican Republic, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Thailand,
Turkey, and Uruguay; or how in
2013, military coups led a coalition to remove Egyptian President
Mohamed Morsi and in 2014 Thai
Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra. In each of these cases, democracies eroded conspicuously, through
a conflation of military power and
force, which meant people could
easily detect that their country was
embroiled in a constitutional crisis.
But there is another-less gripping-but equally fatal course of
action to undermine the structure
and integrity of a democracy. Democracies now usually die because
of elected leaders-presidents or
prime ministers that use their clout
to undermine the process that ascended them to power.
Take, for example, Hugo Chavez,
a political outsider that fulminated
against what he thought as a "corrupt governing elite," promising to
create a more equitable democracy
with his plan to use the country's
vast oil wealth to ameliorate the
livesofthepoor.Muchlikepopulists
and nefarious political operators do,
Chavez used rhetoric that piqued
public interest and that tapped
into the indignation of average
Venezuelans, many ofwhich felt betrayed and neglected by traditional
political parties. In 1998, Chavez
became president. In 1999, he held
free elections for a new constituent
assembly, allowing the chavistas
to design a new constitution. In
2002, Chavez's populism fomented
intense opposition and in response,

the military led a coup d'etat. When
that failed, Chavez started taking
clear steps toward authoritarianism. In 2003, he stonewalled an
oppo 10 2004, the government blacklisted
those who had signed the petition
and packed the supreme court with
Chavez's allies. After 2006, Chavez
closed a major television station,
arrested or exiled opposition politicians,judges, and media figures, and
eliminated presidential term limits
so he could remain in power until
hell freezes over.
But, this couldn't happen in the
United States of America, right?
Shouldn't our Constitution protect
us? What about our national creed
of freedom and equality?
Why don't we look at a few things
Trump has publicly and consistently
said both before he was elected into
office and while in office. On March
3, 2016, when Trump was asked
what would happen if the military
refused to obey his orders to torture suspected terrorists because
"they've been trained to turn down
and refuse illegal orders," Trump
replied, "Theywon'trefuse. They're
not going to refuse me. Believe me."
On October 19, 2016, during the
final debate with Hillary Clinton,
Chris Wallace urged Trump to say he
would "absolutely accept the results
of the election." "I will look at it at
thetime.I'mnotlookingatanything
now.I'lllookatitatthetime;'Trump
responded. "What I've seen-what
I've seen is so bad. First of all, the
media is so dishonest and so corrupt,
andthepile-onissoamazing." Afew
moments later he said, "millions of
people are registered to vote that
shouldn't be registered to vote." And
that his opponent "shouldn't be allowed to run. It's crooked, she's she's
guilty of a very, very serious crime.
She should not be allowed to run."
On March 12, 2019, a month before Mueller was going to publish
his report, Trump said to Breitbart:
"You know, the left plays a tougher
game, it's very funny. I actually
think that the people on the right
are tougher, but they don't play it

tougher. O.K.? I can tell you, I have
the support ofthe police, the support
of the military, the support of the
Bikers for Trump-I have the tough
,

.

IUt:JI .\JIUU

until they go to a certain point, and
then it would be very bad, very bad:'
Albeit Trump's blatant and egregious malfeasance and clear authoritarian tendencies, ifyou don't follow
politics, you might not understand
how terribly Trump is destroying
our democracy. But I don't blame
you. I just hope you start to pay
attention. If you're not sure what
'malfeasance' I'm talking about, this
iswhatI'mtalkingabout:Trumphas
co-opted the independent Department of Justice to serve his and his
needs directly; he has seeded the
court with Trump sympathizers;
called the independent and free
press 'enemies of the state' and in
fact, has supported a state-like news
outlet like Fox news; and has used
the power and resources of the US
government as leverage to get dirt
on his political rivals, consistently
calling for his political opponents to
be investigated or locked up.
Moreover, I've included a few
excerpts below to share with you
what some of the brightest minds
in politics have to say about the
current state of our democracy. It's
frightening.
"We should not assume that
either a 2020 election defeat or impeachment/conviction will remove
Trump from the White House;' said
Dave Leege, professor of political
science emeritus at Notre Dame.
"Both before Trump was elected
in 2016 and during his term, he has
made frequent references to 'my 2nd
Amendment friends' and increasingly the 'patriots' who constitute
the military."
"I doubt he would go quietly and
would not be surprised ifhe claims
he was robbed, but any attempt to
hold onto office-to refuse to leave
the mansion, or keep issuing executive orders drafted by Stephen Miller, or sending nominations to the
Senate-would be laughably brief,"
said Philip Bobbitt, a law professor

Gallery Talks & Tours:
at Columbia and the University Highlights of Exhibitions
of Texas. "There is no Praetorian Thursday, October 17
Guard in the United States, certainly 11:00 a.m.
not in the highly professional Secret Location: Saint Mary's
. "
0
"Many government efforts to Contact: Tara Harju
subvert democracy are "legal," in museum@stmarys-ca.edu
the sense that they are approved by
the legislature or accepted by the Third Thurs Draw on the
courts. They may even be portrayed Walls: Conceptual Art Night
as efforts to improve democracy- Thursday, October 17
makingthe judiciary more efficient, 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
combating corruption, or cleaning Location: Saint Mary's
up the electoral process," writes College Museum of Art
Steven Levitsky, a professor of gov- Contact:
ernment at Harvard, in his new book museum@stmarys-ca.edu
''How Democracies Die." ''Newspapers still publish but are bought off Men's Soccer Preor bullied into censorship. Citizens Game Tailgate
continue to criticize the government Sunday, October 20
but often find themselves facing tax 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
or other legal troubles. This sows Location: Stadium
public confusion. People do not im- Meal Ticket: $10 Adults,
mediately realize what is happening. $5 Children 12 & Under
Many continue to believe they are Contact: Alumni
Engagement Office
living under a democracy."
''With a classic coup d'etat, as in events@stmarys-ca.edu
Pinochet's Chile, the death of a democracy is immediate and evident Mark Hinojosa (Missouri
to all. The president is killed, im- School of Journalism): "I
prisoned, or shipped off into exile. Was Promised a Pony: The
The constitution is suspended or Potential and Reality of
scrapped. On the electoral road, Multimedia Journalism"
none ofthese things happen,"writes Monday, October 21
Levitsky. "There are no tanks in the 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
streets. Constitutions and other Location: De La Salle
nominally democratic institutions Hall, Hagerty Lounge
remain in place. People still vote. Contact: Dr. Aaron Sachowitz
Elected autocrats maintain a veneer ads3@stmarys-ca.edu
of democracy while eviscerating its
Climate Action Plan
substance."
"Because there is no single mo- Town Hall Meeting
m en t- no coup, declaration of Tuesday, October 22
martial law, or suspension of the 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
constitution-in which the regime Location: De La Salle
obviously "crosses the line" into Hall, Hagerty Lounge
dictatorship, nothing may set off so- Contact: Saint Mary's
ciety's alarm bells," writes Levitsky. Sustainability Committee
"Those who denounce government
abuse may be dismissed as exaggerating or crying wolf. Democracy's The Campus Calendar column
erosion is, for many, almost imper- is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
ceptible."
Given all of this, we have to ask your event, email details to
ourselves, are the foundations of our staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
democracy strong enough to beat
Donald Trump?
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Library Hours, Where'd ya Go?
BY KIMBERLEY WESLEY

Have you noticed the cut in
library hours? Finding a hard
time to do all your work? Yeah,
you're not the only one. Previously the library closed at 1
a.m., but now they close at 11
p.m., which makes a big difference. If you're a commuter, and
regularly stay late on campus to
do work and study, then those
extra 2 hours make a difference.
If you're a first year trying to get
into the swing of things, those
hours count. I know when I was
a first year, I would stay until
the library would close, and if I
was really desperate for a space,
I would go to Cassin Student
Union. Unfortunately, we have
a bar now.

The new library hours are:
Monday to Thursday: 7:30
a.m. to 11:00 p.m.,
Fridays: 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
Saturdays: 10 a.m. to 5:00
p.m.,
Sunday: 12 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
If you're anything like me and
wake up in the afternoon on
Saturday, then that only gives
you around 3 to 4 hours to do
homework in the library. That's
not ideal- neither is waking
up earlier tbh. The hours are
short and people are not happy.
It makes doing homework at
school inconvenient. Not everyone has a quiet place to go
to do work. Sometimes being in
a dorm room is just distracting.
Many students also work during
the day, and plan to do homework in the evening. There are

many other complicating factors
with the cut in hours.
So where did they go? I heard
rumors that funding has been
cut, but I also heard that the
Saint Mary's is planning to build
a new library in 2021. There's
also another rumor that the library is not going to be open for
24 hours during finals week. Do
they know how many people are
in the library for finals week? I
was truly shocked when I heard
that. I do not know if any of
these are true, but I say we need
to fight for our library hours
again. I made a petition, sign it
here if you want:
https://bit.ly/2MzVnLs
Sign and comment to spread
awareness. Maybe we can get the
library hours back to what they
were before.

(Courtesy of Rachel Allyce/You Tube)

Bay Area Tarantulas Take On Cuffing Season
BY GEORGE DONOVAN
CULTUPf VVP TER

It's something of a miracle that
last week is over and the power
came back so soon. All that anticipation over when the power
would go off can finally be laid to
rest. No more creepy clowns or
demonic lullabies messing around
as we try to sleep. The freedom to
work online and power our technology wherever we please flows
through campus once again like a
massive pot of soup spilling over
and nourishing everybody in its
path. Through all the chaos of this
week, God still is a Gael. Basketball
season will soon be coming for us,
just like the thousands of tarantulas emerging from underground.
Wait... what?!! It's always nice to
be in the mood for Halloween and
face harmless fears every day of the
month, but where does an arachnid
army of this scale even come from?
Don't start flapping your arms yet,
because the answer, and how to respond to a sighting,just might help
tone down this nightmare.
The tarantula mating season in
the Bay Area typically begins in
the 1st week of September. However, due to the unique climate
experienced in 2019, the season

IN THE BAY AREA, it's tarantula mating season. (Courtesy of Flickr)

found itself pushed back to early
October. All across the region, six
and seven-year-old male tarantulas are out and about looking for
females, who can be found waiting
for a partner in nickel-sized hillside burrows. "The tarantulas are

hereallyearbutwedon'tseethem
usually", Ken Lavin, a Naturalist
for the Mount Diablo Interpretive
Association, explains. Not only
are the tarantulas nocturnal, but
also fossorial, meaning they live
in underground burrows, and by

stepping out in search of a female,
the mature males are completing
their life's final mission. One of the
largest gatherings can be found at
Mount Diablo State Park, where
supervising state park peace officer Cameron Morrison theorizes

about their increased presence.
In Morrison's eyes, the park may
have interfered with the tarantula's mating process as a result
of encouraging too many visitors
in years past, and the decreasing
number of hikes offered at the
park has allowed the tarantulas to
return in larger numbers.
If you ever find yourself out on
the lovely Lafayette/Moraga trail
and cross paths with a tarantula,
don't botherit; that little guy never
came out with murder on its mind,
so why should you? In reality,
tarantulas are one of the friendliest spiders despite their size, and
though a very reluctant bite from
one may hurt just as a regular bee
sting does, their venom isn't painful to us. They also are much more
laid back in their pursuits than
regular spiders, taking everything
one step at a time in a single direction. When you consider the different reassurances, it's no wonder so
many tarantulas are kept as pets.
So in that sort of standoff,just treat
them with respect and wish them
the best; you'll both be on your way
with another nice m~mory for a
beautiful fall. A casual scare and
reflection like that is just what the
spirit of Halloween calls for.

Joker Review: Worth the Price of Admission
BY KIMBERLY WESLEY
CULT_;K._ WRITER

Don't worry- No Spoilers! If
you're just here for the review.
Jokerishandsdown5outof5stars.
It's the best movie I have seen this
year. I'm not just saying that because it's Joker and how he's one
of the most favored villains of
all time. The movie was actually
one of my favorites. And just like
Heath Ledger's Joker, Joaquin
Phoenix will go down in history.
As I said, I'm not going to spoil
any plot details about the movie.
One thing that's incredibly important in the movie is politics and
mental health issues. I can say
that the director and producers of
the film really touched home with
real-life struggles. The movie highlights the struggle of poverty, and
living only to work, day by day. The
movie also highlights the economy

(Courtesy of Niko Tavern1se/Warner Bros.)

and how the rich will only look after themselves. Sound familiar?
Yeah, this movie goes straight towards big business owners and
how their wealth affects people

who are struggling in poverty.
The movie also targets mental
health and how people are not getting the treatment they deserve.
My major is psychology, so I was

extra excited to see a film spread
awareness to the mental health
movement The movie is dark, as
it shows Arthur Fleck's mental illness go untreated. It is insinuated
from other Joker and Batman movies, that no one really knows why
the Joker is insane (apart from
the comics). This movie shows
the why and how Arthur became
the Joker. I think this movie really shows that we don't know
much about each other, so be extra nice to people. Treat people
with the utmost respect, and care
for the poor. I don't want to spill
any details, you'll just have to see
everything unfold for yourself.
Joker was such a good movie.
I know I'm biased, but I'm telling
you it's worth the movie ticket. If
you want a lot of action, instead
of story, I'm not sure if this movie
is for you. It's not like Christopher Nolan's Batman Trilogy, but

there is enough action to make the
movie interesting. There's a perfect amount of action- all I can
say. There is a lot of story in this
movie, more than anything. As for
the screenplay, it was on point. It
wasn't corny or badly comical, like
the other Joker movie, sorry Suicide Squad. Also, if you heard about
the controversy, or read my previous article (on Collegian Website
or link in bio on Instagram@kimxwesley), you don't have anything to
worry about. This movie does not
glorify violence. Not saying that the
violence was justified in the movie,
but Arthur has reasons for his murders that showcases how strong
mental health and poverty goes
uncared for. And if you didn't know
already, Todd Phillips- the director of The Hangover- directed
Joker. People were skeptical, but
they certainly aren't laughing now.
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CULTURE
Who Has the Power?
BY KIMBERLY WESLEY

CULTURE lt\lR!TER
You're well aware that there was
a power outage across campus and
bay area wide. First it was said to
start on Wednesday morning at
12:01 a.m., but got pushed back,
and pushed back again. Was the
power really going off? It wasn't
until I was in the bathroom at
10:45 p.m. on Wednesday, that
I knew. But we know all of the
details of the power outage. We
know the why and when it happened. Though, do you know what
happened during?
If I were to tell you that there
was someone dressed in a clown
costume attempting to terrorize
students in their dorms/suites,
would you believe me? Yes, this is
true, someone tried breaking into
a student's room and attempted
to taser them. Crazy, right. All
because there's no power. Also,
people were playing "purge" since
the whole event remember them
so. A lot of people were walking
around at night when all the lights
were off. I heard PSafe told people
to head back to their rooms, but
I'm not sure if that was true.
The hardest thing to deal with
was the boredom when the nights
went out and my phone was about
to die. I wanted to study too, but
had only so much time until the
sun went down. We're living in a
world where technology and the
digital age is so heavily instilled
within us, that we don't know
how to act when the lights are off.
I was at the Dollar Tree Wednesday night before the power went

out, and I've never seen so many
people in that store before. People
were stocking up on candles and
other supplies. Also all the water
was sold out. What's more interesting was going to Safeway to see
all the water jugs sold out there
too. Turn off the power, and that
causes chaos. People think they're
going to die, when things like this
happen.
Some sucky things that were
impacted were jobs on campus.
Some students couldn't go to work
and that sets them back financially. Some students who work off
campus also couldn't go into work.
However, I heard stories where
bosses would bring in generators
to keep the business running. Lol.
Students were also mad at the
fact that they still had to go to
class. If you were lucky, class got
cancelled, but most ofus still had
to go. The big downside I heard
was that some professors still
expected their students to write
their essays online, print out their
papers, etc. I for fortunate enough
for my professors to be considerate, but I heard horror stories that
deadlines weren't pushed back.
Oh gosh, I'm sorry. On the bright
side, at least the power came back
on at 5 p.m. Thursday.
I think one of the biggest things
that we should have learned from
th· owenmta , a notto
electricity for granted. We're
privileged in many ways, and this
is an example.
IN THE LAMORINDA AREA, power was shut off, closing many businesses for the day. (Courtesy of Jose Carlos Fajardo/Bay Area News Group)

Klaus: A New Christmas Classic in the Making?
BY GEORGE DONOVAN
CULTURE WR!TER

As a lifelong fan of the art of animation, The Cartoon Art Museum,
located just next to Ghirardelli
Square in San Francisco, took my
breath away. Seeing all the talent and
wizardry of traditional hand-drawn
animation, physical relics from some
of the greatest productions in the
world, up close and in person, gave
me an even greater respect for the
craft. Even the act of painting and
coloring drawings onto 'eels', which
were placed over the backgrounds
and photographed one at a time,
is an art form all its own. It would
be a true miracle to see traditional

(Courtesy of TheMovieAffection/Tumblr)

animation continuing to this day
in theaters again. Thanks to Netflix
and the murderer's row ofanimation
talents under their belt, miracles do
come true, and "Klaus" is the name
behind it all.
At a Scandinavian postal academy,
Jesper(voiced by Jason Schwartzmann) is in over his head struggling
to keep up with his peers and stay
afloat in a sea ofletters and packages.
Stationed beyond the Arctic Circle
in the world's most unfriendly village, Jesper comes upon a massive,
mysterious man with an even larger
white beard(and somehow even
larger body of handcrafted toys!),
who agrees to form a partnership
with him. With the help of a local
teacher(voiced by Rashida Jones),

will they be able to deliver the goodwill and spirit to turn this town's
frowns upside down, even going so
far as to create one of the greatest
legends the world has ever known?
Klaus is coming to town through
the efforts of Netflix, who's set to
release it as their first original animated feature, and director Sergio
Pablos, one of the original creators
of Despicable Me. Pablos worked
his way through Disney across
the 1990s, shining brightest as the
supervising animator of Doctor
Doppler, the anthropomorphic
canine alien from the 2002 movie
"Treasure Planet"; looking at early
released clips of Jesper's door-todoor follies, you can definitely catch
more than a few parallels between

the two characters' mannerisms
and designs.
Now,inhisdirectorialdebut,Pablos understands the answer wasn't
just to take it back to eels, and with
innovations in both organic and
volumetric lighting alongside computer-aided texturing,Klaus creates
all the modern weight and smooth
textures of 3D animation from the
classical linework of hand drawn
characters, props and spaces. The
desire to maintain the craftsmanship of an animated film's visual development phase was paramount to
his team; 3D films like "The Peanuts
Movie" and last year's "Spider-Man:
Into the Spiderverse" are cherished
for their dedication to holding tight
to a unique artstyle accomplished

through computer animation. And
with the task of being the first theatrical film under Netflix's original
animation division,Klaus is one tall
order for the company looking to
chart new seas in box office success.
Klaus hits theaters on November
8th,andarrivesonNetflixjustaweek
later on the 15th, givingthe freedom
to see this newjourneyunfold on the
big screen, or with the comfort(and
decorations) of your own room.
Will it have what it takes to become
a Christmas staple, and even gain
enough success to turn eyes towards
more hand-drawn feature films in
the future? Well, I know what I'm
asking Santa for this Christmas.
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OPINION
Should the US be Intervening in Hong Kong?
BY MELANIE MOYER
OPINION WRITER

Hong Kong's large scale protests
have been active since March of this
year in opposition to the initiation
of the Fugitive Offenders amendment bill that would allow for countries without extradition agreements
with the region to detain and extradite criminals, although the conflicts and demands have escalated in
the past six months. As Americans
watch from the sidelines, a seeming
call to action was heard when protesters began to wave the American
flag and sing our national anthem.
The representation of our democracy in their movement and the calls
for help, as well as the recent complications involving the NBA, has
raised the question of whether the
US should be intervening in this conflict. As the self-proclaimed "protectors of the free world," should we
be involved with what has turned
into an intense and violent conflict?
Hong Kong has been under
Chinese control since 1997, with
China governing its defense and
foreign policy and the country having autonomy over its governing and
economic y em .
we er,
e
country now fears some of its democratic autonomy is at risk with this
amendment bill. In terms of Ameri-

Hong Kong Protestors on their way to the U.S. Consulate. (Courtesy of Anushree Fadnavis)

can involvement, it seems as if defending the democracy of a smaller
country against a previous enemy
aligns with our country's values.
With this in mind, the morality required in deciding on involvement
leans towards intervening on the
side of the protesters. Furthermore,
residual left over from the Cold War
and subsequent wars have put us in
an oppositional stance to the spread
of Chinese influence and power. In
the eyes of some Americans, our national security would be impacted
if this stronghold of a country was
further dominated by the Chinese
go emmen . u e , o g ong'
strong economy is appealing in
terms of the benefit of our own.
Ensuring the existence of the city's

current free-market system would be
in the US 's best economic interest.
However great the benefits
of maintaining the current autonomy of the country would be, it's still
important to look at what US intervention would look like. If we were
to engage, it would most likely require military funding and presence.
With tensions rising around the
world in terms of our involvement
with other foreign governments, it
seems as if now would be the worst
time for our country to get involved
in yet another conflict. The question
remains if we even have the capa1 1
o ngage in ano er rnili ary
conflict. Not to mention the level of
commitment that would be required
if we went against the interests of

another world superpower. We have
had similar experiences in terms of
involvement with the Chinese government, such as the Vietnam war,
that have not ended well for ourselves or the people we were supposed to be protecting. We should
look at our past experiences and
realize how dangerous taking on a
defense of this proportion would
be for both us and the people at
the center of the conflict. If the US
escalated the conflict to the point
of military intervention, the fighting itself would take place in Hong
Kong, putting millions of civilian
lives at risk. Although the morality
of our involvement brings to light
the importance of these protests, it is
outweighed by these other factors.
Regardless of what side is
taken with the protests in Hong
Kong, it is hard not to sympathize
with the images we are seeing of the
conflict. For Americans, seeing the
markers of a social revolution such
as the presence of young people
and brutal actions taken by the police reminds us of the reformations
that have made our country what
it is. However, at the present moment it seems that the best we can
do to help is to curb our ego in being the "defender of the free world"
as to not make matters worse.

California's Burning
BY MELANIE MOYER

C~ " '

I •

,<_ITER

Tuesday night, hundreds
of Moraga residents scrambled to buy gas, food, flashlights, and other last-minute
resources. It appeared as if
everyone was preparing for
a natural disaster or apocalypse, but in reality, they
were preparing for PG&E
to select their county as
the next to lose power. The
widespread panic induced
by the forthcoming outages
could be seen in the shutting down of gas stations,
empty shelves at grocery
stores, and even violence in
the Moraga area. Some report serial robberies at gas
stations during the panic.
The company blamed high
winds and low humidity for
the intentional power outages that impacted around
600,000 people. What the
company did not address
was the upkeep of the power lines they fear would
cause the fires. Venturing south, the Los Angeles

Fire in Moraga breaks out during the PG&E power outage this last week. (Courtesy of Noah Berger)

area is still trying to control a 7,000 acre and growing fire instigated by high
winds. California seems as
if it cannot escape the disastrous flames that cover
the state every fire season.
Although California
is characterized by its dry
climates and high winds,
what does it mean for an entire state to bum continuously? Many are asking if these
fires are normal. Perhaps the
hefty living prices of California are paired with the
exhilaration of not knowing

if your area will be the next
to bum. Statistics show that
the amount of loss due to
wildfires has risen exponentially in the past two years,
alluding to the idea of increased human involvement
with the frequency of the
fires. As fires begin to move
towards more populated areas, we must look at what
we are doing to cause them.
Corruption and climate
change are often the places
we look to when questioning the causes of these fires.
PG&E filed for bankruptcy

after the fires in Fall 2018
that impacted areas around
the bay. However, other financial maneuvers such as
raises and bonuses to highranking members of the
company shed a light on the
shadiness of the company's
actions. On top of that, rising temperatures and dry
winters have caused California soil to be drier than
usual, creating the necessary combined effect that
has lead to the large fires
we experience. Other than
bankruptcy and power out-

ages, PG&E has done little
in response to the increase
in fires. Talk of replacing
power lines has been met
with reports of insufficient
funding. However, if PG&E
cannot figure out a better way to prevent the fires
besides debilitating power
outages, perhaps it is time
for the state government
to become more involved
with
their
procedures.
Power outages are
a temporary solution to
what can become a permanent problem. An entire
state burning should instigate plans for more radical change, especially if it
means forcing PG&E to
repair and replace old power lines. Lack of action is
cruelty against all Californians, we should not have
to live in fear of our town
being the next to burn. As
we see fires increasing but
the amount of action by
those in power decreasing,
it's time for California to attempt to find permanent solutions to our fire problem.
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OPINION
Ellen ·o eGeneres vs. Division
BY KATELYN MCCARTHY
OPINION VVRITER

Over the weekend, liberal comedienne Ellen
DeGeneres was spotted at
a Cowboys football game
sitting next to and laughing with former president
George W. Bush. This
photograph, depicting a
scene of harmless fun, led
to an outcry on social media , with celebrities such
as actor Mark Ruffalo and
Ellen DeGeneres add resses her appearance with George Bush post-football ga me. (Courtesy of Getty Images)
actress Susan Sarandon
voicing their disgust at to worry about the person riolic, and violent as ours, The celebrities who decry
DeGeneres spending time whom they would sit next to acknowledge that those DeGeneres are engaging in
with Bush, whom they to at a football game like- who think differently than the recently named practice
deem to be a warmonger. ly because they have little oneself are fellow humans of ' virtue signaling,' nameIn defense of her friend- else to worry about, I am possessing dignity is an act ly, standing up against
ship with President Bush, glad DeGeneres used their of charity. To put it more what one believes to be an
DeGeneres said, "I'm outcry to voice an all too simply, it's a normal hu- injustice in order to show
friends with George Bush. unvoiced point. Regard- man interaction. If we only the world that one oneself
In fact, I'm friends with less of what an individual maintain friendships with would never engage it. Yet
a lot of people who don't thinks about politics , the those who think the same it is interesting that what
share the same beliefs that fact that he can think about way that we do , we ought these celebrities choose
I have. We're all different, politics at all ought to be not have any friends at all! to signal here as virtue is
and I think that we've for- a unifying factor. Human- To be friends with those not virtue at all. To have
gotten that that's okay ... " ity precedes opinion, and whom Ruffalo and Saran- a friendship with someone
While I feel a bit opinion, while it may im- don would regard as best with whom you disagree is
silly describing the emo- pose a judgement on one's friendless has a further admirable. It is a recognitional perturbations ofHol- character, certainly cannot benefit: if I am truly as vir- tion of a common humanity.
In a w orld a div" ded vitlywood actors, who choo,.,.,---- '-"='-' o e ' hum
a

wish to be friends with 'the
others' in order to convince
them of the truth of my position. If I am Ruffalo or
Saran don , I should not wish
to abandon President Bush
but rather to spend enough
time with him to prod him
to think the way that I do.
If to do so isn't worthwhile, then I doubt that
my opinions are true ones.
DeGeneres ought to be applauded for taking a public
stance among her Hollywood friends in favor of a
man whom many in Hollywood would like to forget. She reminds us that to
see only differences is to
see nothing at all, and that
divisions are best crossed
through conversation, even
a conversation that has
nothing to do with divisions
but is focused instead on the
score of a football game.
As for the Bushes: "President and Mrs. Bush really
enjoyed being with Ellen and Portia and appreciated

Ellen's

comments

about respecting one another. The y t:esl)ect h et."

Babel On, Professor: Namely, That the Bible is Fake News
BY KATE LYN MCCARTH Y
'
rj
, Kl~~ R.

A friend of mine recently came
to me with questions about some
statements a professor of his has
been making in brief class discussions about the Bible. "Where did
the Bible come from?" my friend
asked. "Because my professor
has been telling us that it's largely made up. That it's a bunch of
myths people put together to give
themselves an identity." My friend
was not too happy to have his professor tell him, essentially, that the
Bible is ' fake news.' "The professor told us that Jesus' peers thought
that He was a cool guy, so Peter
and Paul embellished some stories
about Him and disseminated them
among their friends, who called
themselves Christians. That some
old guys sat around and picked
some books they liked, put them
together, and called the final product 'The Bible'. That Rome made
up the Book of Revelation and
gave it to the Christians to make
them afraid of the apocalypse
and, therefore, easy to oppress."
"Tell me who this professor is!" I responded. "I would
love to have a conversation with
him, as, evidently, he does not
know what he is talking about."

Bible should be up to inte rpreta tion. (Court esy of Tetra Images/ Gett y Images)

My friend and I discussed
the ins and outs of apologetics
and theological responses to this
professor's odd claims, and I was
glad to have worked them out
with him, but I was left frustrated.
How many students in that class
walked out with their belief in the
Bible assailed? And assailed not
because they are grappling with
big ideas but rather because their
professor impresses upon them as
know ledge his personal reading
of the Bible? How many students
left that class steeped in convoluted information about the history of the Bible and confused as

to its theological intricacies? How
many students left that class with
doubts in their minds about their
faith that did not exist previously?
Now, doubts are not to
be avoided. Doubts should be
faced and conquered and serve to
strengthen, like Jack killing the
giant and returning home with the
golden goose. But to have a doubt
because you are a human genuinely struggling to find the truth
is a different thing than having a
doubt because you have a professor who has been teaching you bad
theology. It is not a doubt brought
on by natural human questioning

so much as it is a doubt engendered by unnecessary confusion.
There is a Bible verse
one could bring in here- about
misleading the little ones, and
a millstone around one's neck
and being thrown into the sea, or
something like that-but I think
that to apply it to this situation
would be unfair to this professor.
To paraphrase Archbishop Fulton Sheen, 'There are not over a
hundred people who hate the Bible. There are millions, however,
who hate what they wrongly believe to be the Bible-which is ,
of course, quite a different thing.'
We live in a culture in
which what was once common
knowledge has faded away in
the minds of all too many to become corrupted with corrosions,
fabrications, and sensationalism.
We have holes in our knowledge
of Christianity: some of these
holes are patched with lies, others with stories hot off the yellow
press, and others aren't patched
at all. But holes, be they patched
or not, should not be taught in
college classrooms, especially
not to the spiritual detriment of
the students. Maybe the professors should take TRS-097, tooit seems like some could use it.
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SPORTS
Saint Mary's Sports Week in Review
BY SPENCER GAVIN
:,f\.', .S Wf<Fr:-R

The Gaels Men's Golf Team
finished third out of 15 teams in
the Alister Mackenzie Invitational this past week at Meadow
Club. Led by sophomore Ethan
Farnam at 14-under, the Gaels
shot a collective 26-under with
Blake Hathcoat shooting 7-under, Evan Peterson at 7-under
as well, and Ash Hakim, Ryan
Grauman and Michael Slesinski rounding out the group,
Their team score of 26-under
was only third to Pepperdine's
group score of 43-under, and
Cal's score of 27-under. Some
other notes from the match
were that Farnam tied for the
best round result on Tuesday
of the Tournament with a score
of 7-under and he also finished
his round with 6 straight birdies on the final 6 holes. The
next match for the Gaels M.en's
Golf Team will be on Oct. 21 at
the Visit Stockton Pacific Invitational in Stockton California, Good job Gaels, keep it up!
The Gaels Men's Soccer Team
has concluded non-conference
play with a total record of 9-1.
Their most recent match before
the start of WCC play came
against Northern Illinois and
the Gaels took care of them in
dominating fashion with a final
score of 5-0. The scoring barrage
started when Freshman Boyd
Curry scored just 71 seconds into
on t.
l win Cur '
score, goals were scored by Anders Engebretsen, Joseph Restani, Jake Rudel, and Sebastian
Scacht. Engebretsen is nationally tied second for total points
at 25 and is 5 total points behind
the leader out of UCLA. Since

ETHAN FARNAM led Saint Mary's Golf to third in the Alister Mackenzie invite and finished fourth himself. (Courtesy of smcgaels.com)

we last checked in on them, the
Saint Mary's Men's Soccer Team
have moved up from #10 in the
national rankings to #8 nationally. They look to continue their
dominant season in WCC play
when they take on Santa Clara on
10/12/19, Santa Clara is currently
on a 4 game winning streak
with a record of 6-3-1, and also
holds the all time record against
Saint Mary's, but recent history
wou d show that he ae s are
not the same team they used
to be, Saint Mary's is standing at 7-7-1 against Santa Clara
since 2009 and look to soon
make it 8-7-1. Good luck, Gaels!
The Saint Mary's Women's
Volleyball Team earned their

first victory ofWCC conference
play this past Thursday when
they came from behind and
beat the Gonzaga Bulldogs in
Spokane, Washington. The Gaels
kept in close in the first set, trailing about 3 points the whole set,
until the Zags pulled away to a final set score of 25-19. In the second set, the Gaels put up great
numbers in the first 18 points
of the set, winning 13 of them.
ing a comma ing lea ,
the Zags were forced to take a
timeout. Lucky for the Gaels,
that timeout did not stop their
momentum and they pushed
their lead to 10 out of the break.
They closed out the set 25-13 in
dominating fashion, The third

set was a back and forth match up
which saw the Gaels jump to al510 lead, Saint Mary's extended
their lead to the tune of 17-11,
but Gonzaga answered back
with a 8-2 run tying things at
19-apiece. Things then became
a back a forth scenario with
teams trading seemingly every
other point before Saint Mary's
pulled away and won with the
score being 25-23. In the fourth
set with the aels ooking o
close things out, the early goings
were reminiscent of the third
set. However, the Gaels clung to
a 10-1 run that propelled them to
winning the set 25-15 and sufficiently beating the Zags on their
home court. Good job Gaels!

Sports
this week

Thursday, October-17, 7 pm
vs.LMU
Moraga,CA
Saturday, October 19, 1 pm
vs.Pepperdine
Moraga,CA

CROSS COUNTRY

Saturday, October 19, All Day
at Bronco Invite
Santa Clara, CA

2019 ALCS Preview: Astros and Yankees

THE HOUSTON ASTROS look to advance in the 2019 ALCS. (Courtesy of BleacherReport)

BY SPENCER GAVIN

SPORTS WRITER

(This article was written
before the first game of the
ALCS commenced on 10/12/19)
In arguably one of the biggest
playoff series in recent history,
the two MLB juggernauts, Astros
and Yankees will be squaring off
to see who will be crowned champion of the American League and
get their ticket punched to the
Fall Classic. These two powerhouses combined for 210 wins

with each team over 100 wins on
their own. Rarely does anyone
see two teams facing off with 100
wins each, especially not before
the World Series. However, here
we are, potentially witnessing
the most action-packed series
baseball has ever seen. This
is due to the star power these
teams have in Cy Youngs, MVPs,
and former Rookies of the Year.
For example, Gerrit Cole, one of
the most dominant pitchers in
the game who had a season to

remember, will likely lose out
on the Cy Young award to his
36-year old counterpart Justin
Verlander. Not only do the Astros have these two superstars,
they also have a third in Zack
Greinke. With a front-end rotation like this, the Astros have
the scariest pitching staff in
baseball, and perhaps in baseball
history, These 3 guys will be a
huge reason for the Astros success as a team in this ALCS and
potentially in the World Series.
While the Yankees might not
have the 3 undeniable superstar pitchers like the Astros,
they do have a formidable rotation with the likes of Masahiro
Tanaka, James Paxton, and Luis
Severino. On top of the rotation, the Yankees thrive in the
bullpen. When it comes time
to hold it down and close the
door on opponents, this bullpen is the best of the best in
the MLB. They have heralded
superstar closer, Aroldis Chapman, along with Chad Green,
Zach Britton, Adam Ottavino,
and TommyKahnle. Simply put,
if the Yankees have the lead late
in the game, good luck putting
a string of hits together, Astros.
With that said, if there is going to be a team to put a string
of hits together it would be the
Astros. They have former World
Series MVP George Springer,

slugger Michael Brantley, former MVP JoseAltuve, youngster
Alex Bregman, rookie masher
Yordan Alvarez, Yuli Gurriel,
Carlos Correa, Josh Reddick,
and Robinson Chirinos. This
video-game lineup is not one
to be messed with, especially
in crunch time, If the opportunity is right, especially at their
home field of Minute Maid Park,
expect the Astros to fight with
the Yankees' monster of a bullpen until the very last strike.
In the end, these two teams
have some of the best all-around
teams the game has ever seen,
Even the Yankees have a starstudded lineup in their own
right. This matchup will prove
to be one of the best matchups
in baseball history and it all
starts Saturday, October 12th.
This rematch of the 2017 ALCS
will be back and forth until the
end. A key thing to keep an eye
on is home field advantage, In
a series like this, whoever has
the advantage has the clear
edge in the series. It will be
interesting to see if any road
team can steal just one game in
the opposing ballpark. I believe
the Astros will win this series
in 7 games behind dominant
performances from their stud
aces. It will be a tough fight, but
the Astros will pull out on top
in this instant classic of a series.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Friday, October 18, All Day
at Stanford
Stanford, CA
Saturday, October 19, All Day
at Stanford
Stanford, CA
Sunday, October 20, All Day
at Stanford
Stanford, CA
Monday, October 21, All Day
at Stanford
Stanford, CA
Tuesday, October 22, All Day
at Stanford
Stanford, CA

